The Mystery of the
Suitcase
in the Attic

By Christopher Morris,
Newmarket Historical Society

Our mystery begins in 2001 at the old King
George Hotel on Main Street in Newmarket.
The hotel, built in 1845, was going through a
much needed major renovation. As the
interior was being demolished, a suitcase
fell from the attic where it had lain hidden
for over 100 years. It had survived a fire in
1990 and miraculously the contents were
still in intact.
The King George Hotel was built in 1845 by
James Forsyth who had purchased the land
from William Roe and built The Railroad
Hotel. Forsyth had previously operated an
inn out of a log building nearby. The hotel
had a succession of names – the Railroad
Hotel, the Forsyth House, the Pipher House,
the Proctor House and finally, the King
George Hotel.
It was discovered that the suitcase
belonged to a Richard Tanner, a travelling
salesman. Amongst some clothing was a
Ludlow Advertiser newspaper from 1889, a
Methodist periodical called the Pleasant
News from June 1888, two photographs of
young women, and personal and business
correspondence. From this, it was apparent
that the suitcase had been in the attic for
100 years. And intriguingly, it was
discovered that a rock containing gold had
been sewn into one of the items of clothing.
The story of The Suitcase in the Attic really
begins in and around Ludlow, Shropshire in
England where Richard Tanner was born on
October 27, 1839.

Ludlow is in the county of Shropshire which
borders on Wales and even today is largely
unspoiled countryside dominated by
farming. Many of the place names are of
Anglo Saxon and Norman origin. The area is
littered with Roman remains as Shropshire
and Hereford formed the border between
Roman Britain and the barbaric Welsh
tribes. Ludlow’s recorded history begins in
1086 with the construction of an impressive
Norman castle by the DeLacy family. They
also planned a town based on a grid
network adopted to fit the topography. In
1223 town walls and a gate were added.
Today Ludlow’s population is around
11,000, making it the largest town in south
Shropshire. The poet John Betjeman
referred to it as “the prettiest town in
England.” In fact not much has changed
over the years and if Richard Tanner were
to visit it today, with the exception of traffic,
he would feel right at home.
The earliest mention we have of the Tanner
family in Ludlow is of a Thomas Tanner who
was the organist at St. Lawrence Church in
1566. The next reference we have is on
Sept. 20, 1619 when one Richard Tanner
accused one Ralph Bradley of debt.
Our Richard Tanner’s family would have
been considered successful farming stock.
Plenty of land provided a good income
and enough money to see the children well
educated, as can be observed in Richard’s
own handwriting and spelling.
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Richard Whittington Tanner was born in
Beckjay in Clungunford near Ludlow to
Edward Tanner (1803-1879) and Elizabeth
Everall (1806-1878.) The 1841 Census lists
their children as Richard (aged 1), and his
siblings John (aged 12), Mary (aged 10),
and Edward (aged 5). Theirs father’s
occupation was Farmer.

Ludlow from 1827 -1855, a well-regarded
school. Henry Peach Robinson had moved
to the fashionable town of Leamington Spa
in Warwickshire. Here he had set up a
photographic studio at 16 Upper Parade,
the address shown on the back of the two
portraits.

The 1861 Census states that Richard, then
aged 21, was living with his parents at
Aintree House, Bromfield in the Parish of
Stanton Lacey, 3 kilometers northwest of
Ludlow. There is no mention of other siblings
at this address in the Census. His sister Mary
married and became Mrs. Rickard. Only
one of his brothers – Edward – was alive at
this time. (He died in 1867.)
It is important to note that Richard will be
the only surviving son and therefore will
inherit his parents’ estate.
We must remember that it was a time when
infant mortality was high. Women often
died of infections and complications of
childbirth. There were sporadic outbursts of
cholera, diphtheria and tuberculosis. The
gripe (or grippe) covered any illness
accompanied by a fever. Medical
historians note that throughout the 1800s
cases of influenza began to steadily rise,
climaxing in 1889/1900 only to be dwarfed
by the Spanish Influenza of WWI. It was still a
century of survival of the fittest.
The two photographs (known as cabinet
cards) found in the suitcase were taken by
Henry Peach Robinson who was also from
Ludlow. His father, John Robinson, was a
well-known local artist and Master of the
National School of the Church of England in

There was evidently some connection
between the Tanners and the Robinsons as
it would have been a long way to travel just
to have their photographs taken.
Robinson’s studio was in operation between
1857 and 1864. A little sleuthing revealed an
engraving of his studio done in the 1860s
showed the same backdrop as in one of
the photographs. This engraving allows us
to date the photographs from 1860 to 1864.

Above: one of the cabinet
cards in the suitcase. Note
the background is the same
as the backdrop in the
photograph, right.
Below: the other photograph.

Richard married Catherine Ann Parry in 1866.
Is she one of the women in the photographs?
Is the other his sister Mary? His sister Mary would have
been in her early thirties and Richard in his early
twenties.
Did he have his photograph taken at the same time?
Henry Peach Robinson moved from Leamington Spa
to London in 1865 due to ill health, which could well
have been due to the noxious fumes of the
photographic development process. However, he
recovered his health and a few years later, in 1868,
opened a studio in Tunbridge Wells.
Robinson was an innovative pioneer in the field
of photography, combining many negatives to
produce one print, along with inventing many
techniques. (See an example of this on the next
page.)
During his successful career, he was
elected Vice President of the Photographic Society of
London in 1870. He died in 1901.

“Preparing spring flowers for market” - 1873. Peach Robinson compiled this from multiple photographs.

As mentioned, Richard Tanner married
Catherine Ann Parry in 1866 when she was
23 years of age, born in July 1843 to
Benjamin (aged 41) and Ann (aged 32)
Parry, in Bredwardine, Herefordshire.
Catherine had two siblings, Leonard (1845 –
1882) and Mary Ann (d. 1872.)
The 1871 Census found Richard living at
Lane Farm in Frodesley near Ludlow with
this wife Catherine and their two sons
Richard Thomas and John. They had six
servants. Life was good.

Just five years later, in December 1876, the
lease on Lane Farm was revoked owing to
Richard’s bankruptcy and a fresh lease
made out to Richard Jones.
Amongst the items found in the suitcase in
the attic is a letter from R. Tanner
concerning Mr. Jones, dated April 1887,
threatening to sue Jones for defamation of
character. (See a piece of this letter on the
next page.)
An Internet search reveals that Richard
Jones appeared to have spent a lot of time
in litigation.

Richard Tanner letter

In 1878 Richard’s mother Elizabeth died
aged 71 and a year later his father passed
on, aged 76. Richard, as the only surviving
son, inherited Aintree House and 130 acres
of farmland. In other times, such an
inheritance would have secured Richard’s
and his family’s future for life. But this was
the beginning of the Great Agricultural
Depression that lasted for over twenty years
and which had a devastating effect on
British farming.
By 1881 Richard’s assets had grown along
with his family. He and Catherine now had
seven children:
- Richard Thomas (b. April 29, 1869 in
Longnor, Shropshire, d. 1936 in U.S.A.)
- John Edward (b. August 31, 1870 in Longnor, d.
1953)
- Elizabeth Annie (b. Jan. 1872 in Longnor)
- Lillian Mary (b.Oct. 1875 in Longnor, d. in 1973)
- William (b. May 21, 1877 in Stanton Lacey,
d.1940)
- Winnifred Hope (b.Jan. 1879 in Stanton Lacey)
- Theodore Henry (b.1881 in Stanton Lacey,
d.1933)
(Yet to be born: Alfred Ernest in 1882)

Catherine’s mother Ann Parry, now 73, was
living with them. The number of servants
had dwindled to two – Elizabeth Pritchard,
aged 15, a domestic servant, and William
Jones, aged 16, a groom. Also listed in the
1881 Census as living at Aintree House
Cottage, Stanton Lacey: William Sanders,
born 1835, John Sanders, born 1857,
Elizabeth Sanders, born 1855, and Arthur
Sanders, born 1881.
By 1885 Richard was facing severe financial
problems. On February 20, his farm
equipment and stock were auctioned off
and an announcement made – “Mr.
Richard Tanner is giving up farming. “ On
March 13, Norton & Co. of Ludlow
auctioned off Tanner’s books, furniture and
effects and Aintree House and its lands
were leased out.
Richard Tanner’s failure can be attributed
to the opening up of the American prairies
and the British Government’s decision to
allow cheap American grain into Britain. For
example, Britain imported 2% of its grain in
the 1830s. This rose to 24% in the 1860s, 45%
(and 65% for corn) in the 1880s. This saw
grain prices fall close to 50% and caused a
record number of farm bankruptcies
throughout Britain and changed farming
forever. Hence the Great Agricultural
Depression.
By 1887, Richard and his family are living in
Usher House, 30 Mill Street, Ludlow. The
property was owned by Mary Ann Parry, his
mother-in-law. (The house still exists today,
as Usher House.) With the addition of young
Alfred, he now had a total of eight children.
It is unclear, but he may well have taken a
job or entered a business of some sort.

Amongst the papers found in the suitcase
was a receipt for stabling a horse at Ludlow
station on April 30, 1887, and on May 6, a
receipt for 10 shillings from a Thomas Morris,
possibly for lodgings.

There were accusations of financial wrongdoing and debt. (Skipping ahead to a
letter from Catherine to Richard in Canada
in 1888, she says “your letter grieves me
because you said you would not come back to
Ludlow again; I am sure you never did
anything to prevent you coming back; I am
sure, darling, you never did anything with a
bad intention.”)

Financial worries and some creative
accounting may well have led Richard to
plan an escape and start a new life.

Did Richard Tanner travel to Birmingham to
inquire about passage to Canada and to
settle his legal affairs with a Birmingham law
firm? The reason we ask ourselves this
question is because on June 30, the day
before he sailed to Canada, we have proof
that he purchased $48 Canadian for 10
pounds Sterling from W. H. Hayward, a
shipping company at 42 Union Passage in
Birmingham. This time frame would have
allowed him several weeks to get his affairs
in order before he made his great escape.
(Birmingham solicitors have an important
connection to Richard’s family, as we will
see as the story unfolds.)

Union Passage, Birmingham - Then

Union Passage, Birmingham – 1972

By the barely legible remnants of travel
stickers on his suitcase, we can deduce
that he took a train from Birmingham to
Liverpool where he boarded the Allan
Line’s S.S. Polynesian on July 1, 1887 bound
for Toronto via the Port of Montreal. With
him, he clutched a 27” x 14” x 8” leather
suitcase.

Receipt for currency exchange, from suitcase

Little did Richard Tanner know it, but the
Polynesian was an unfortunate choice.
Although a stout and serviceable vessel,
she was nicknamed Roly Poly by the sailors.
No doubt the shipping line saved a
considerable amount on passenger food
during the 10 day voyage.

This must have been an anxious time for all
concerned, especially her captain,
Captain Brown. Imagine being stuck in the
Atlantic Ocean on a 400 x 42 foot ship with
little hope of rescue if anything happened
to her. Fortunately the Polynesian made it
safely back to Halifax.
Despite her nickname Roly Poly, she was
refitted in 1893 and renamed the
Laurentian. She was wrecked on
September 6, 1909 at Trepassy Bay near
Cape Race, Newfoundland with no loss of
life.

S.S. Polynesian

The Polynesian’s maiden voyage was in
October 1872. She was built in Greenock by
Robert Steele & Co. She weighed 3,983 tons
with a top speed of 13 knots,
accommodating 120 First Class passengers
and 850 Third Class (Steerage) passengers.
In early May 1875, she became ice-bound
for seven days.

“The Polynesian Ice-bound” by W. Shever, taken
from The Canadian Illustrated News, May 22,
1875.

The Allan Shipping Line was started by
Captain Allan in 1819 specifically to take
Scottish immigrants to Canada. By the
1830s the company had offices in Glasgow,
Liverpool and Montreal.

In 1856 the Company beat
out Cunard to be granted
the mail service between
Canada and England.
By the 1880s, it was the
largest privately owned
shipping line in the world
and probably carried
more immigrants to
Canada than anyone
else.

In 1907 the Allan Line was
purchased by the
Canadian Pacific
Steamship Company. The
price of passage also
included the cost of
railway transport to any
city in Canada.
The Allan Line provided
passengers of all classes
with comfortable quarters
and surprisingly good
meals.

Bill of Fare for Immediate Class passengers

See the full page advertisement for the price of passage on
the next page.
But some examples: the fare from Liverpool to Montreal was
6 pounds, 6 shillings for Intermediate or 4 pounds steerage.
To Toronto, it was 7 pounds, 14 shillings, or for steerage, 4
pounds, 19 shillings, and one penny. To Vancouver, it was 13
pounds, 10 shilling, 10 pence, or steerage at 11 pounds, 4
shillings and 10 pence, which was a deal and half even
then.

On July 10, 1887, Richard Tanner took his
first steps on Canadian soil when he landed
in Montreal.

He arrived in Toronto on the 12th or 13th of
July. The remains of a label on his suitcase
tell us it was handled by the Verral Cab
Baggage Transfer Company at 64
Wellington Street, Telelphone # 969 and
679. (Note that it shows not one but two
telephone numbers. Telephones had only
been in commercial use for 10 years.)

Montreal Docks, above and below

Unfortunately the destination address is not
legible.
Richard Tanner’s new life had begun.
Before boarding a train to Toronto, he had
the opportunity to see Montreal, where he
made a purchase from S. Walker,
Watchmaker and Jeweller at 171 Notre
Dame Street. We know this because of the
small, addressed box top found in his
suitcase. This jeweller moved from this
address not long after, so Richard must
have made his purchase on his arrival in
Canada.

At this point, we have to ask ourselves a
few questions:
Did he already have connections in
Toronto? Was the jewelry he bought in
Montreal for himself or for someone in
Ontario? Where did he stay?
Whatever the answer, it didn’t take long for
him to land a job as a salesman for Stone &
Wellington Nurseries of Toronto/Fonthill.
No doubt, being a man of property, well
dressed and educated, he exuded an air
of confidence and authority. If only we had
a photograph of him. As the saying goes “A
picture is worth a thousand words.”

The winter of 1887-88 would have been
Richard Tanner’s first in Canada. Living in
Shropshire, he would have been used to a
certain amount of snow, but not as much
as in Canada. The cold back in the UK,
whilst more bone chilling, would not have
dropped to the levels of a Canadian
winter, which would have been a novelty
to him. I wonder if he had to buy a new
overcoat.
Tanner’s business card found in the suitcase

By early August, Tanner has set himself up at
the Tremont House Hotel in Markham and
had begun to do his rounds in the area for
Stone & Wellington.

Tremont Hotel, Markham, circa 1900

A few words about this company: A nursery
at Fonthill, Welland County, was initially
created in 1837 by Samuel Taylor. After
going through several owners, it was
purchased in 1878 by Stone & Wellington of
Toronto. At the time, it was the largest
nursery in Canada. In 1887, the company
occupied over 400 acres of land and
employed 175 people in the busy season,
generating annual sales of around
$200,000. The nursery finally went out of
business in 1968.

The next clue in the contents of his suitcase
revealed a steamship ticket purchased on
July 6th, 1888, for a day excursion to
Burlington Beach on the steamship Chicora
(an indigenous word meaning The Pretty
Flower.) The steamship service departed
from Geddes Wharf at the foot of Yonge
Street in Toronto.

Imagine the scene: Passengers dressed in
their best summer clothes, enjoying the
sunshine, picnicking on the decks and
perhaps dancing to “The Chicora Waltz”
written in 1888. The ladies in their dazzling
white dresses, the gentlemen in their straw
hats and blazers, the air alive with happy
chatter, the soft whooshing sound of the
steel hull slicing through the dark water as
the boat made its way across the great
lake. The sounds of a bygone era.

Here is a contemporary account by J.
Clarence Duff, author and artist: “Like
hundreds of other young couples, my wife
and I in our courting days made the
Saturday afternoon trip across the lake, a
regular journey in the summer. My wife’s
mother would pack a fine lunch and we
would eat our meal on the top deck while
at the docks at Lewiston or Niagara, we
would watch peaches being loaded
before the trip back to Toronto in the
evening.”

This was the golden age of steam and
excursions on the Great Lakes were very
popular at the peak of summer.
Approximately 26,000 passengers a day
took to the water. The Niagara Navigation
Company had a fleet of vessels that
serviced the Niagara Falls and Lewiston
route, providing a six-times-a- day service.
Passengers could connect by rail services
to Buffalo and further afield.
The Chicora had a long and interesting
history. Built in Liverpool, England in 1864 as
a Civil War blockade runner, she steamed
between Bermuda, Wilmington and
Charleston, had a top speed of around 20
knots and was never caught. On her ship’s
bell was engraved “Let Her B – 1864 W. C.
Miller Shipbuilder, Liverpool.” Then, from
1869 to 1875, she provided a passenger
service between Collingwood and Fort
William (now Thunder Bay) and transported
troops to the Red River Rebellion. During this
period, she also served as the yacht for
Lord Dufferin, the Governor General, when
he toured the Upper Great Lakes. In 1877,
she was brought to Lake Ontario by the
Niagara Navigation Company. Her long
career as a passenger ship came to an end
in 1913, though she continued to serve as a
tow barge and later a coal barge until July
1939, when, following a collision in Kingston
Harbour, she sank - 75 years of service.

Deck of The Chicora 1884

The Chicora on Lake Ontario

Chase Brothers Nursery, Colbourne, Ontario, circa 1890

In early August 1888, Richard Tanner started
a new job as an agent for Chase Brothers
of Rochester, New York and Colbourne,
Ontario.

Richard Tanner’s first correspondence from
the company was simply addressed to
Richard Tanner, Pickering Ontario.
There were no postal delivery at this time.
All letters were collected by the recipients
at the Post Office. Letters that were not
picked up were advertised in the local
newspaper.
At that time there was a steady stream of
letters and sales information that were
posted to salesmen in order to both
pressure and encourage them. Amongst
these were attractive advertising cards of
fruit and trees.

Chase Brothers was founded in Chases Mills,
Maine, in 1857, by three brothers – Lewis,
Ethan and Martin. Lewis and Ethan moved
to Rochester, N.Y. in 1868 and formed
Chase Brothers Nursery Company.
By 1871, there were 23 nurseries in
Rochester and another 26 in the state.
Thousands of acres were under cultivation.
Trees, fruit trees, and ornamental shrubs
were dispatched by the millions annually to
other American states and abroad. The
Great Lakes steamship service between
Rochester and Canada made Colbourne a
natural choice to open a branch office.
By 1887, Chase Brothers were shipping an
estimated $500,000 a year. They owned the
largest brokerage house in the nursery
business and employed over 200 people in
peak season, with a sales force of over 1200
agents from all across Canada and the U.S.
In 1922, the Rochester packing plant
covered over two acres and was the
largest in the U.S.

The notice above, and the beautiful cards
on the next page were among the items
found in the suitcase.

The fall of 1888 would have been a busy
time for Tanner trying to establish himself in
his new territory and getting orders in
before the onset of winter. We don’t know
how far his territory extended. It is to be
presumed that he stayed in hotels over the
winter months. Whether the Company
contributed to this cost is unclear.
Meanwhile back in England Richard’s wife
Catherine, who was still living in her
mother’s Ludlow home, was having a
difficult time. In January of 1888, her mother
died and she was suffering mounting
pressure from the financial mess Richard
had left behind. There were still accusations
of financial wrong doing, but even worse,
Richard was not answering her letters. She
wrote on Dec. 18, 1888: “I have written so

Business card (with Tanner’s signature) and
letterhead for Forsyth hotel, from the suitcase.

many letters to you. I only heard once. How I
wish, darling, you were coming home for
Christmas. It will be a sad, sad, sad
Christmas without you (the father of our ten
children). Your devoted and faithful wife, C.
A. Tanner.” (Note: census records tell us

they only had eight children. Another
mystery?) The Christmas of 1888 would find
Catherine besieged, lonely and no doubt
depressed.
We have no clues as to how Richard spent
the winter months of 1888/1889. But he
probably had a much better time than his
poor wife.
By April 2, 1889, he was residing at the Plank
House Hotel in Uxbridge, another hotel that
catered to commercial salesmen. A month
later, in May, he was in Newmarket at the
Forsythe Hotel. (King George Hotel as we
know it.) His wife sent him more letters there.

She wrote to inform him that their lawyers,
Southern & Montfort, had dissolved their
partnership and she worried about who
would look after their children’s business.
“The insurance company have taken all the
rent from Aintree House.” She then urged

him to tell their lawyer Mr. Southern how
much he owed when he left England. She
then wrote that the roof of Aintree House
had been repaired and “all the children
send much love and thousands of kisses for
their dear father. With all my love from your
dear devoted wife, Kit Tanner.”

Another letter: “I hope my darling you are
well by this time. I feel so anxious about you
Richard. How I wish we had a home together
in the country somewhere. I am sure I should
never think anything too much to make you
comfortable. I shall never be happy until we
are together again.”

(A reminder that he had told her that he is
not returning to Ludlow.) She then wrote: “I
hope my dear Richard you will change your
mind. We may after a time be able to go out
to America together.” And in September, she

sent him a copy of the Ludlow Advertiser
with a note scribbled in the margin
pleading with him to write.
Between October 17 and 18, Richard
attended the fall exhibition of the Bradford
Agricultural Society. No doubt Chase
Brothers had a stand there. It would be the
last big opportunity for Tanner to show and
sell plants before the onset of winter and
would most likely have included special
seasonal sales.

Items found in the suitcase, above and right:
advertisement for Bradford Exhibition, laundry
list, and portable pulley.

One of the clues from the suitcase of his
time in Newmarket is a laundry list written
on the back of one of his cards:
2 shirts - 20 cents
1 undershirt – 07 cents
2 pairs socks – 10 cents
5 pocket handkerchiefs – 13 cents
4 collars – 10 cents
Total – 60 cents
To repairing – 5 cents
Total – 65 cents
(and at the bottom, in Richard’s
handwriting is the name “Mrs. Allan”)
Another interesting item found in the
suitcase that pertains to laundry is a small
pulley meant to be screwed into a wall to
create a clothes line.

Once again, we have no clues to tell us
how Richard spent the Christmas of 1889.
But in January, he received a letter from
Toronto which is a bit of an eye opener:
41 Shanley Ave.
c/o Wm. (…………)
January 16th, 1890
Dear Richard
You will wonder why I have never answered
your letter but I was waiting to get settled
which I am and very comfortable too. I hope
you are quite recovered your usual health by
this time now. How am I to write or what can
I say not having been in the habit of writing
love letters. I know I am backward in that
respect. You say mine is the coldest letter you
ever received. Well change is lightsome or
better still could you not find me a few of

The final letter in the suitcase is dated Feb.
5, 1890 was just a general business letter
from Chase Brothers.
There is no further correspondence in the
suitcase and the clues to Richard end.

them to get instructions from. It would be a
very good idea but some people write what
they do not mean. It might have been so with
those warm hearted young ladies you speak
of. I do not doubt the sincerity of what you
say or of your love you have for me. When I
see you I may be able to talk you into
something like reason. You must not be so
easily hurt. I do not like having to (weigh?)
every word I say. I hope you will not think
any (…..) of the blots and mistakes in this
letter. My pen is bad and I cannot write. I do
not know what is the matter. Hoping to hear

Like any good mystery, I was looking for a
drama…even a whodunit. How could this
man, Richard Tanner, just disappear in the
winter of 1890 from the Forsythe Hotel in
Newmarket, leaving behind his suitcase full
of clothes and mementos that were surely
precious to him. My imagination worked
overtime:
Did he die of an illness here in Newmarket,
the hotel disposing of his belongings quickly
so as not to affect their business?

from you soon and not quite as much
scolding.
I remain yours truly with love
(signature, unreadable)
I am ashamed of the blots. Burn this when
you read it.

Who is this woman?! Having fathered eight
children, we know Richard had a healthy
appetite, as this letter proves.
Is this woman the reason he is so reluctant
to return to his wife back in England?

Did he skip from the hotel without paying
his bill?
Did he run off with the mysterious lady?
Did he simply go back to England or move
to the United States?
Or did he just ask the hotel to store his
suitcase for him but never returned for it?
Though he seemed to have vanished,

I did locate him eventually in 1899: I found
Richard Whittington Tanner of Brynderwen,
Llanuog, Montgomeryshire, Wales in the
Register of Deaths for England and Wales.
His occupation is listed as Farmer and he
died on August 14, 1899, aged 59. Probate
was granted in Shrewsbury on March 10,
1900. The probate lists the effects of
“Richard Whittington Tanner and Evan
Jones, Farmers” having a value of 4,743
pounds and 8 shillings. It appears that he
had not been living with his wife Catherine,
because when she died the following year
(June 2, 1900, aged 56) she was buried in
Stanton Lacey in Shropshire. Why did they
both die comparatively young? Could it
have been in the big flu epidemic of 18991900? Both sets of parents had lived into
their 70s.
I had thought this was the end of our
mystery. But a few months ago, I heard
from Angele Barnett, our Town’s Local
History Librarian and an avid reader of the
Mystery of the Suitcase in the Attic. She
turned up the following piece in the
Newmarket Era of September 2, 1892 in the
What Society is Doing column:
“Mr R. Tanner, agent for the New England
nurseries of Chase Brothers Co. of
Colbourne Ont. and Rochester NY, is again
in this sector after an absence of 12 months
in England. The company he represents has
a good reputation and the last time Mr.
Tanner was here he secured over $400
worth of orders.”
From this we can assume that Tanner went
back to England to finally put his financial
affairs in order and possibly to say a final
goodbye to his long suffering wife.

Without having solved our first mystery,
we’re left with another. What happened
between late 1892 and 1899?
As a matter of interest, I also researched
Tanner’s sons, looking for more clues.
Richard Thomas Tanner married in 1901. He
entered the tobacco business and left
England to work on an estate in Cuba,
finally emigrating to the U.S.A. in 1910
where he worked for a publishing company
and edited a magazine about tobacco. He
had 5 children. He died in 1936 in Kentucky.
The register of deaths in the U.K. states that
Richard Thomas Tanner of Staten Island,
New York died July 14, 1936 in Kentucky.
Interestingly enough, this document states
that the administration of his will was also
done in Birmingham, England by Ian
Archibald Slater, Solicitor and states that he
had effects in the value of 4,000 pounds.
Did this money go back to dealings his
father had with lawyers in England before
he left for Canada in 1887, and did his
father influence his eldest son’s decision to
go to America.

Another of Richard’s sons, William “Billy”
Tanner born in 1877, did very well for
himself. He owned a farm in Bromfield
(could this be Aintree House?) and the best
hotel in Ludlow - The Feathers. In fact, if you
visit this hotel today (see above), you’ll likely
spend time in the Tanner Room.

The mystery of the suitcase was full of
coincidences for me. My father was born in
Builth Wells on the border of Shropshire and
Wales. I grew up in Birmingham and I
worked in Leamington Spa for three years. I
am also an immigrant who lived in Toronto
for 30 years before settling in Newmarket.
Just like Richard Tanner’s old suitcase in the
attic, the Tanners’ lives have almost been
forgotten. But thanks to this old suitcase, we
have another story of our Town - one of
thousands that make up the history of
Newmarket.

Contents of the Suitcase
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Suitcase in pieces with only the
metal frame intact
Clothes
On the suitcase were 6 weathered
remains of labels
Part of a letter from Richard Tanner
to someone in England
Receipt for something costing 10
shilling
Railway receipt for horse stabling
Receipt for money exchange from
pounds to $48
His Wellington & Stone business card
His Chase Brothers business card
Numerous business letters from
Chase Brothers
Chase Brothers product advertising
cards
Brandford Exhibition pamphlet of
1889
A guide to selling from Fonthill
Nursery
The Methodist periodical “The
Pleasant News” June 1888
Ticket for day trip on the Chicora
steamer
Ludlow Advertiser newspaper from
September 1889
Four letters from Catherine Tanner’s
(some partial)
Letter from woman (signature
indecipherable)
Letter from Joseph (indecipherable)
Small pulley
Ripped remnant of Forsythe Hotel
letterhead
2 photographs

